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Abstract
This study examined the significant multidimensional percep-
tual differences that exist between speech samples that were
spatially processed using a virtual acoustic simulation with
varying spatial and temporal distribution of reflections. The
experiments reported here were designed to explore the stim-
ulus similarity structure (i.e., the perceptual space) associated
with a set of spatialized speech samples, reproduced via head-
phones under controlled conditions. The indirect sound simula-
tion allowed the temporal distribution of reflections to be held
constant while varying spatial distribution, so that the relative
contribution of these two aspects of the indirect sound could
be determined. Furthermore, an attempt was made to identify
the perceptual dimensions that characterize the set of experi-
mental stimuli via direct attribute ratings and binary choices.
Finally, the auditory quality of the stimuli was investigated via
a pairwise preference choice task completed by 75 individual
listeners.

1. Introduction
The experiments reported here were designed to address both is-
sues of auditory quality and character of speech sounds located
in a virtual acoustic environment. The terms quality and char-
acter are used here as proposed by Letowski [1], who suggested
that sound quality be differentiated from sound character in that
the former is more evaluative while the latter is purely descrip-
tive. For the spatially processed speech sounds presented in this
study, an attempt was made to uncover the most salient percep-
tual dimensions underlying the character of these stimuli; and
subsequently, to identify the multidimensional perceptual dif-
ferences that characterize them. Finally, the auditory quality
of the stimuli was investigated via a pairwise preference choice
task completed by 75 individual listeners. Though it is typically
not so easy for naive listeners to describe the ways in which
the spatial auditory images differ, a simple global preference
for one stimulus over another can be reported readily by naive
listeners. It was the primary goal of this study to begin to de-
termine the relationship between auditory quality and character
for stimuli that differ in terms of virtual acoustic rendering pa-
rameters. Understanding the ways in which spatial auditory im-
ages differ may provide a key to explaining why listeners have
such preferences, in effect, to finding what forms the perceptual
basis for one stimulus being preferred over another.

Answering this latter question requires the discovery of the
perceptual distinctions that the human listener is able to make
for a given set of stimuli. Thus stated, the problem is one for
which similarity structure analysis [2] may be applied to reveal
the perceptual dimensions along which stimuli differ. The first
step in this investigation, then, was exploratory. Global dissim-
ilarity judgments were collected for a carefully selected set of
experimental stimuli and submitted to multidimensional scal-
ing analysis, as described in the authors’ previous paper using
the same experimental stimuli [3]. The goal of the previous
study was to derive such a stimulus similarity structure for use
in subsequent studies such as the study of auditory quality re-
ported here. It should also be clear that conventional tests of
impairment (as described in [4]) for standard teleconferencing
situations are not designed to detect impairment of advanced
features such as those associated with spatial sound processing.
In contrast to studies of degradation in speech quality due to
impairments (such as those associated with low bit-rate codecs
[5]), this study focussed upon spatialization features that can
potentially add value to high-fidelity speech transmission. Two
aspects of the indirect sound simulation were manipulated here
in the search for a multidimensional perceptual scaling result
of value in the subsequent preference choice experiment. The
motivating hypotheses regarding auditory spatial imagery that
guided selection of these manipulations were the following:

1. Changes in the amount (i.e., duration) of indirect sound in-
cluded in a virtual acoustic simulation will have a strong
impact on perceived spatial quality and character of the
auditory image associated with speech sources.

2. For stimuli having identical temporal distribution of simu-
lated reflections, changes in the spatial distribution of
simulated reflections will have a distinct effect on spa-
tial auditory imagery that is relatively independent of the
changes in character associated with variation in tempo-
ral distribution.

It was further hypothesized that the changes in auditory im-
age character associated with variation in the indirect sound’s
spatial and temporal distribution would modulate listener pref-
erence. The goal of this study was to identify the changes in
spatial auditory image character and relate them to preference
choices made by a relatively large group of 75 naive listeners.
In order to examine the relative salience of perceptual attributes
and their contribution to overall quality evaluation, both dis-
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similarity judgments and preference choices were made for all
pairwise comparisons of a small set of stimuli. Two additional
listening experiments were completed to aid in the interpreta-
tion of the dimensions of sound character that contributed to
the obtained pairwise judgments.

2. Methods
2.1. Stimuli

Four phonetically rich sentences were created to employ as
many phonemes as possible within a 2.5 sec stimulus duration.
These stimuli were presented in a headphone-based display typ-
ical of what might be desired for a high-fidelity binaural tele-
conferencing application in which the speech sounds of dif-
ferent talkers are processed to arrive from different spatial lo-
cations within a shared virtual acoustic space. The choice to
present complete sentences as the virtual sources was based on
the assumption that shorter speech samples would not represent
typical human telecommunication, and would therefore make
the experimental stimuli seem less natural. In a typical telecon-
ferencing situation, two talkers might optimally be placed to
the left and right of a listener, for maximal talker identifiability
and situation awareness. Therefore, the stimuli generated for
this study included one talker located � � � to the listener’s right,
who would complete one short sentence, after which the second
talker would deliver a different sentence from a location � � � to
the listener’s left. The four sentences were heard in succession,
alternating sides between each sentence.

The speech stimuli were placed at a range of 1 m from the
receiver position, positioned at � � � � azimuth and � � � elevation
in a virtual acoustic space designed to provide for independent
manipulation of temporal and spatial distribution of early reflec-
tions. A three-dimensional image-model solution [6] was used
to calculate the direction and effective range for discrete reflec-
tions arriving within the first 100 ms of the direct sound. For the
listening experiments reported here, indirect sound duration was
manipulated by truncating the binaural impulse responses to
each of the following durations: 10, 30, 45, 60, and 100 ms. In
order to enable a comparison of auditory images with matched
reflection temporal structure, but with varying spatial distribu-
tion of reflections, the modeled room had a relatively tall ceil-
ing (5 m), and was either wide but not long, ( 	 
 �  and� 
 � � ), or long but not wide ( 	 
 � and

� 
 �  � ).
The temporal distribution of reflections for these two room ori-
entations was identical, and variation in spatial distribution was
introduced into the simulation through convolution with a set of
headphone-equalized HRTFs. A “dry” condition was included
in which only the direct sound was processed to control virtual
source incidence angle (see [3] for a more detailed description).

The “dry” stimulus condition had two cases: One case
was termed the Level Difference (LD) case to contrast it with
conventional binaural HRTF processing that presents the proper
frequency-dependent Interaural Level Difference (ILD). In both
direct sound processing cases, an identical Interaural Time
Difference (ITD) was present, and so the two cases differed only
in that the interaural differences in level could be spectrally-
flat, or could be Head Related (HR). When sounds processed in
these two ways (i.e., with LD and HR interaural cues) were com-
pared under dry listening conditions (when no indirect sound
simulation was included), the lateralization extent of the audi-
tory image was nearly matched, though the difference in the
perceived auditory image was quite noticeable.

Stimulus audio samples were stored on hard disk at 16-

bit resolution and at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Sam-
ple playback was provided via the SGI 16-bit DAC line out
connected to a Symmetrix SX204 headphone amplifier. In
the case of dissimilarity rating sessions, listeners participated
one at time using Sennheiser HD580 headphones. In other
(non-interactive) cases, listeners participated four at time using
Sennheiser HD590 headphones, driven by the same 4-channel
Symmetrix SX204 headphone amplifier.

2.2. Procedure

Listeners were asked to give global dissimilarity ratings (with-
out respect to any particular property) for all pairwise com-
parisons of 12 stimuli using a continuously controllable slider
graphically displayed on the monitor of an SGI O� com-
puter. Dissimilarity ratings were collected interactively at the
listener’s pace, with cross-fading between the two stimuli in
each pair enabled via the GuineaPig subjective testing software
[7, 8]. In other experimental sessions, stimulus timing was con-
trolled by the experimenter rather than the listener, both for bi-
nary choice tasks and in direct attribute rating sessions. For
the direct rating of perceived spaciousness, perceived magni-
tude was estimated by listeners using a 5-point scale. Other
procedural details are given in subsequent sections.

3. Results
3.1. Dissimilarity of the Auditory Images

Variation in the character [1] of auditory spatial imagery asso-
ciated with the processed speech stimuli was examined using
INdividual Differences SCALing (INDSCAL) analysis of dis-
similarity judgments from 10 listeners (previously reported in
[3]) . The INDSCAL analysis was intended to reveal dimen-
sions of sound character, rather than sound quality.1 A Stim-
ulus Space of three dimensions was derived from analysis of
dissimilarity ratings made by a group of 10 listeners for all pair-
wise comparisons of 12 versions of these sentences that differed
in terms of indirect sound duration and simulated room geome-
try. Stimulus coordinates on each of the three dimensions of the
INDSCAL solution are plotted in Fig. 1 against indirect sound
duration separately. The graph shows that coordinates on all
three of the INDSCAL-derived dimensions were modulated by
duration of the indirect sound, but the lowest panel in the figure
shows that only coordinates on the third INDSCAL dimension
were modulated by the room geometry (see figure caption).

3.2. Externalization of the Auditory Images

In order to determine how well externalized the spatial auditory
image was for each of the 12 stimuli, 21 listeners were asked
to decide whether each image seemed to be located inside or
outside of their head. To avoid the possibility that changing the
talker producing the spatialized source might introduced extra-
neous variance in externalization judgment, only the two speech
samples from one of the two talkers were used here. The two
different short sentences with identical spatial processing were
presented once per trial, with a 4 s inter-stimulus interval, and a
7 s inter-trial interval within which listeners were required to

1The role of unidimensional and multidimensional scaling tech-
niques in evaluating sound quality has been reviewed by Guski [10],
and so no review is given here. An in-depth description of multidimen-
sional scaling analyses using INDSCAL is also beyond the scope of this
paper. The interested reader is directed to the excellent introduction
found in the Borg and Groenen text [2].
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Figure 1: Stimulus coordinates on each of the three dimensions
of the INDSCAL solution plotted over indirect sound duration:
The upper panel shows INDSCAL dimension 1 coordinates, the
middle panel that for dimension 2, and the lower panel, di-
mension 3. In each panel, results are shown for the two room
configurations associated with differing spatial distributions of
reflections ( � wide room; � long room). The filled symbols
corresponding to the wide room configuration are connected by
solid lines, the open symbols by dashed lines. The diamond-
shaped plotting symbols denote “dry” stimulus conditions (in-
direct sound duration of 0 ms); the filled diamond indicating the
Head Related (HR) case, and the open diamond indicating the
Level Difference (LD) case. Note that this INDSCAL analysis
used the ALSCAL routine of the SPSS software [9].
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Figure 2: Proportion of “external” responses plotted as a func-
tion of indirect sound duration. Square symbols show the results
when responses are pooled over the long-room and the wide-
room conditions. As in Fig. 1, the diamond-shaped plotting
symbols denote “dry” stimulus conditions with filled diamond
indicating the LD case, and the open diamond indicating the HR

case. The solid curve shows the probability function fit resulting
from logistic regression analysis of the binary responses, with
the dashed curves showing the upper and lower bounds defined
by the standard error of the estimate.

make a two-alternative, forced-choice (2ACF) externalization
identification. Sentences were presented for each of the 12 stim-
ulus conditions 3 times, so a total of 36 trials were completed
by each listener.

A two-way Chi-Square analysis of the “external” response
frequencies for six levels of indirect sound crossed with the two
room conditions showed no significant differences due to reflec-
tion spatial distribution. Therefore, the response frequencies for
the wide-room and the long-room configurations were pooled to
form a summary proportion of “external” responses for each in-
direct sound duration. These summary proportions are plotted
in Fig. 2 using square symbols, and the diamond-shaped plot-
ting symbols denote the “external” response proportions for the
“dry” stimulus conditions, as in Fig. 1. These “dry” stimuli
(0 ms of indirect sound) were rarely reported as outside of the
head (at proportions of � � � � and � � � � for the LD and the HR

cases, respectively). In order to describe the growth in proba-
bility of an “external” response as a function of indirect sound
duration, a two-predictor logistic regression was executed on
the raw binary response data using S-PLUS Generalized Lin-
ear Model routine glm [11]. One predictor was indirect sound
duration and the other was an indicator variable for room con-
dition. The contribution of room condition to the prediction
of the externalization binary choices was negligible, and so the
logistic regression analysis was executed a second time on the
binary responses with indirect sound duration as the sole pre-
dictor. The solid curve plotted in Fig. 2 shows the resulting
probability function, with dashed curves showing the upper and
lower bounds defined by the standard error of the estimate for
the two parameter logit fit to the data. If the horizontal dashed
line plotted at � � � � � is taken to indicate a threshold for ex-
ternalization of the auditory image, then all stimuli containing
30 ms of indirect sound or more are above the threshold. It is
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Figure 3: Mean spaciousness ratings plotted as a function of
indirect sound duration. Standard error bars extend above the
means for the long-room condition ( � ), and below the means
for the wide-room condition ( � ). The curved line shows the
power function fit to the 900 ratings pooled across the two room
conditions.

clear that a simulated indirect sound duration of only 10 ms is
not enough to externalize the auditory image of the spatialized
speech stimuli presented in this experiment, and 30 ms of in-
direct sound is just enough to produce “external’ responses on
about half of the trials.

Which of the three INDSCAL-derived dimensions resem-
bles most the observed pattern of externalization choice propor-
tions? Although stimulus coordinates on all three dimensions
suggest something of the same compressive function of indirect
sound duration, only the coordinates on the first derived dimen-
sion, D1, are highly correlated with the log-transformed mean
proportions. These single mean values for each of the 12 stim-
uli were paired with the coordinates for each on the INDSCAL-
derived dimensions, and a Pearson correlation coefficient was
calculated in each case. The results were � � � �

�
� � for D1,

� � � � � � � for D2, and � � � � � � � for D3. These results sup-
port the conclusion that the first stimulus dimension revealed
by the INDSCAL analysis corresponds to externalization of the
auditory image, with ambiguous externalization resulting only
when the stimulus contains a very brief (i.e., 10 ms) indirect
sound simulation.

3.3. Spaciousness of the Auditory Images

For a subset of the same 12 stimuli, direct ratings of perceived
spaciousness were made by a group of 18 listeners, 3 of whom
had participated in the dissimilarity rating sessions. A pilot
study showed that listeners found it difficult (if not impossi-
ble) to rate the spaciousness of dry stimuli on the same scale
as that used to rate stimuli that sounded reverberant. There-
fore, excluded from the spaciousness rating session were the
two dry stimuli that had been included in both the dissimilarity-
rating session and the externalization judgment session, leaving
only the 10 stimuli that contained an indirect sound simulation.
To reduce variability in ratings that might result from changing
the talker producing the spatialized source, only the two speech
samples from one of the two talkers were used here, and both

sentences from that talker were presented on each trial. The
timing within a given trial for delivery of the two different short
sentences with identical spatial processing was the same as that
for the externalization judgment session, a 4 s inter-stimulus in-
terval and a 7 s inter-trial interval within which listeners were
required to make their spaciousness rating. Each listener made
5 ratings for each of 10 stimuli in a single single session of 50
trials.

The means of the obtained spaciousness ratings are plotted
in Fig. 2 as a function of indirect sound duration, along with
standard error bars for each of the 10 stimuli. Although the
mean ratings for the long-room conditions generally reached
higher spaciousness values than those for the wide-room con-
ditions, the error bars clearly show why no significant effect of
room condition was found here. Whether a much larger num-
ber of trials would make it possible to observe significant small
differences between these conditions is strictly academic; the
conclusion would still be that there is negligible variation in
spaciousness due to differences between the two spatial distri-
butions of reflections. Therefore, in the first of two regression
analyses the spaciousness ratings from the two conditions were
pooled together to fit a curve describing the relation between
indirect sound duration and spaciousness. The obtained 900
spaciousness ratings were log-transformed, and were submitted
to linear regression analysis with the log-transformed indirect
sound durations as the sole predictor variable. The resulting
power function fit the data very well (with exponent � � � � � � ),
as shown in Fig. 3, and confirmed by an ANOVA comparing
the regression variance to the residual variance, which gave� 	

� 
 � � �  � � � � � � � , significant at � � � � � .
The spaciousness ratings were also submitted to multiple

regression analysis with the three INDSCAL-derived dimen-
sions as predictor variables. An ANOVA showed that the fit,
relative to the residuals, gave

� 	 � 
 � �
�  � � � � � � � , significant

at � � � � � . Both INDSCAL dimension 1 and 2 were signifi-
cant predictors of spaciousness ( � � � � � � � and � � � � � � � � ,
both � � � � � ), but dimension 3 was not a significant predic-
tor. It is apparent in Fig. 3 that spaciousness is dependent upon
the temporal distribution of reflections, as expressed by here by
variation in indirect sound duration. It is also clear that the dif-
ference in spatial distribution of reflections that distinguishes
the two room conditions made little difference in spaciousness
ratings.

It is tempting to conclude that INDSCAL dimensions D1
and D2 correspond to differences in the character of spatial au-
ditory images that depend primarily upon temporal distribution
of reflections, and that a good interpretation of those dimensions
would be externalization and spaciousness. Such conclusions
may be warranted within the context of the current study, but
there is not adequate foundation in the obtained data for gener-
alizing much beyond the restricted set of 12 stimuli examined
here. It is also tempting to further hypothesize that INDSCAL
dimension D3 corresponds to variation in perceived character
due to difference in spatial distribution of reflections. Though
the difference in character between “Wide-Room” stimuli and
“Long-Room” can be described reliably by experienced listen-
ers, a pilot study showed that these perceptual differences in
spatial auditory images were not so easily identified by naive
listeners. Though these differences in character clearly modu-
late dissimilarity judgments, as evidenced in the INDSCAL re-
sults, it would be premature to present a conclusion here. Rather
than speculate upon the identity of this perceptual dimension,
which is the topic of a continuing investigation, no report on
the interpretation of D3 will be made here. Instead, the results
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Figure 4: Proportion of responses indicating preference for a
“Wide-Room” stimulus, plotted as a function of indirect sound
duration for two different groups of listeners. Circular sym-
bols show the average proportions for the larger group (47 of
the 75 listeners), while square symbols show the results for the
remaining (28) listeners. The dot-dashed lines marking propor-
tions � � � � and � � � � indicate the boundaries between chance per-
formance and choice proportions that are significantly different
from chance at � � � � � � .

of an experiment requiring simple global preference choices to
be made for a subset of the stimuli under investigation are pre-
sented here.

3.4. Preference Choices

As for the spaciousness rating sessions, some of the original 12
stimuli were excluded from the experimental session in which
pairwise preference choices were made. Here, all stimuli con-
taining less than 30 ms of indirect sound were excluded, since
the stimuli containing 0 – 10 ms of indirect sound were not ex-
ternalized (and these were established as less preferred in a pilot
study). The timing within a given trial for delivery of the two
different short sentences with different spatial processing was
the same as that for the stimulus presentation in the external-
ization judgment session and the spaciousness rating session,
a 4 s inter-stimulus interval and a 7 s inter-trial interval within
which listeners were required to make their preference choice.
Choices were made for all pairwise comparisons of 8 stimuli by
75 listeners, pairs being presented in both orders, making a total
of � � � � � � trials.

Prior to an analysis of stimulus preference choices, the 56
responses obtained from the sample of the 75 listeners were sub-
mitted to a k-means cluster analysis to determine if there existed
any natural groups within the sample. The cluster analysis pro-
ceeded automatically based upon patterns within the raw choice
data, without any basis in the experimentally manipulated vari-
ables. A Monte Carlo approach was taken to establish a base-
line partition result for a random distribution of 56 choices for
75 individual cases. Comparing the obtained partitions for the
experimental listeners with those for random choice distribu-
tions led to the conclusion that the two-partition solution gave
the best blind classification, as the three-partition solution gave
a poorer result (this judgment was based upon a comparison
of the maximized between-cluster variance with the minimized

within-cluster variances). Because the k-means partitions are
formed by maximizing the differences between sets of cases
sorted into different partitions, there is no appropriate statisti-
cal test of the hypothesis that the it k-means vectors differ be-
tween cases in each partition. The goal of the k-means cluster
analysis was to provide a blind classification of cases for subse-
quent analysis of preference choices, while attempting to avoid
a circular argument for the observed differences in preference
between the two groups of listeners.

Fig. 4 shows for these two groups of listeners the average
proportion of responses indicating preference for each “Wide-
Room” stimulus, plotted as a function of indirect sound dura-
tion. For the larger group (47 of the 75 listeners, circular sym-
bols), the preferences choices for speech stimuli containing in-
direct sound simulation for a wide room stayed within the range
of response proportions associated with chance variation in per-
formance. For the remaining 28 listeners, however, the aver-
age proportion of responses indicating preference for two of the
“Wide-Room” stimuli clearly exceeded values that might be ex-
pected by chance alone. What should be noted about these two
stimulus conditions is that the relatively short indirect sound
durations allow the spatiotemporal distribution of the very ear-
liest reflections to be heard most clearly, and so differences that
might be masked by subsequently arriving reflection of greater
temporal density are distinguishable. The results for the smaller
group of 28 listeners show a preference for speech sounds pre-
sented in a wide room with early lateral reflections arriving later
than those in the longer-room simulation.2

4. Conclusion

The relative salience of perceptual attributes and their contribu-
tion to overall quality evaluation was investigated for a small set
of spatially-processed speech samples using a variety of experi-
mental tasks including direct attribute ratings, and both dissim-
ilarity judgments and preference choices Analysis of the dis-
similarity judgments revealed two perceptual dimensions that
seemed to be modulated mostly by variation in indirect sound
duration, and a third perceptual dimension that showed differ-
ences associated mostly with changes in the spatial distribution
of reflections. A preliminary interpretation of the first two di-
mensions was enabled by the results of two additional listening
experiments. These two most salient dimensions of sound char-
acter contributing to the obtained dissimilarity judgments were
tentatively identified with externalization and spaciousness of
the spatial auditory imagery associated with the experimental
stimuli. Listeners also made preference choices for all pair-
wise comparisons in order to determine a relation between au-
ditory quality and the perceptual dimensions derived from their
dissimilarity judgments. The third dimension correlated with
subjective preferences even though it was not as perceptually
salient as the other two. Support was provided for the conclu-
sion that the spatial distribution of reflections affects both the
auditory quality (in terms of subjective preference) and the per-
ceptual character of the speech sound stimuli located in a virtual
acoustic environment.

2There is no doubt a psychoacoustic basis for these sound qual-
ity differences, which could well be revealed through a more signal-
theoretic analysis of the auditory response, as taught in [12]. Such anal-
ysis of the stimuli used in the current research is underway, but will not
be discussed in this paper.
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